
FlexTop 170

The FlexTop 170 is a laptop stand for the entry level and
is designed specifically for the use in areas such as the

home office or office.

Position lightweight laptops up to 16 inches, tablets and mobile
screens on it.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/laptop-stands/flextop-170/


Advantages of the FlexTop 170

Easy setup.
The FlexTop 170 can be easily unfolded.
Simply loosen the flexible height adjustment
strap from the magnetic lock at the bottom.
Then choose one of the seven heights and set
your personal optimal height.

More comfort in a healthy posture.
With the FlexTop 170 you get your screen to
the right height, angle, and distance. You
prevent unnecessary bending of your neck
and back "into your screen".

Ideal height.
In the twinkling of an eye, you can bring up
your laptop screen to a comfortable eye level,
take the strain off your neck and work pain-
free.

Made of high-quality material with an
exclusive look.
The FlexTop170 is made of unique aluminium
sandwich material and has a light weight of
just 225 g. This sandwich material is also used
in the automotive industry.

Optimal for your mobile work.
The FlexTop 170 is ideal for your mobile
screen work e.g., when you are working in the
home office or during a meeting in the office,
simply anywhere, where an even surface is
guaranteed.

Knowledge Center

The laptop: now indispensible for office life as we
know it. With work locations becoming ever more
flexible, the laptop is an essential tool for working at
home, at the office or on the move. ...

Specs

Width 8.11 ''
Height 0.28 ''
Depth 10.91 ''
Weight 0.5 lb
Product code: BNEFT170DG

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
tel. 036 546 7265
email. info@bakkerelkhuizen.com

Official partner

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/knowledge-center/whitepaper-can-you-work-comfortably-with-a-laptop/


Ergo-Q 160
A laptop stand with a lot of stability,

quality and power.

The Ergo-Q 160 laptop stand provides you with the best
possible support for your mobile screen work in an

exclusive design.

The high-quality aluminium sandwich material in several layers
makes it very stable and indestructible.

Adjust your laptop screen to the correct height, angle, and distance so that
you automatically adopt an ergonomically correct posture.

1. Distance between your eyes and the screen should be 50-80 cm
(approximately an arm length), depending on monitor size and resolution.
Adjust the distance of your screen.

2. The angle of your line of vision to the middle of the screen should be
approximately -35°, so also adjust the height of your screen.

Legal requirements: The laptop is not suitable for longer use without external
devices.

A laptop stand with a lot of stability, quality
and power.

The Ergo-Q 160 is appropriate for almost any laptop size (up to 17 inches)
and works also for tablets and mobile screens. A quick installation of your
device is guaranteed, with five levels for the height-adjustment. From now on
you will work in a healthier posture with the Ergo-Q 160 laptop stand and
raise your laptop screen to the optimum height and viewing angle.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/laptop-stands/ergo-q-160/


Advantages of the Ergo-Q 160

Just set it up.
The Ergo-Q 160 can be set up in a few
seconds. Unfold it and simply put the
connection piece, which is made of the high-
quality aluminium sandwich material, in one of
the five slots.

Laptop work has never been healthier.
You’d like to reduce and prevent physical
discomfort and work more productively with
your laptop? Then start using the Ergo-Q 160
and stop bending your neck and back "into
your screen".

Choose your height.
Choose one of the five levels and set the
optimal height for you. The advantage is, that
this product is suitable for everyone, no
matter how tall you are!

High-quality aluminium sandwich
material.
The high-quality aluminium sandwich material
of the Ergo-Q 160 is lighter than aluminum
and at the same time more resistant to dents.
The Ergo-Q 160 consists of one thin and one
thick layer of aluminium sandwich material.

Mobile.
The Ergo-Q 160 is perfect for your mobile
screen work e.g., when working in the home
office, during a meeting in the office, at a
client's or on the way there, in a library or
café, simply anywhere you can imagine laptop
work.

Foldable. Compact.
You can easily take this laptop stand with you
anywhere, as it fits into any backpack or
laptop bag and thanks to its weight, you don’t
even notice, that you are carrying it with you.

Knowledge Center

The laptop: now indispensible for office life as we
know it. With work locations becoming ever more
flexible, the laptop is an essential tool for working at
home, at the office or on the move. ...

Specs

Width 8.46 ''
Height 0.3 ''
Depth 10.47 ''
Weight 0.58 lb
Product code: BNEQ160DG

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
tel. 036 546 7265
email. info@bakkerelkhuizen.com

Official partner

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/knowledge-center/whitepaper-can-you-work-comfortably-with-a-laptop/


Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro
Versatile tablet- and laptop stand with

the best quality.

The Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro is a tablet- and laptop stand in
one, and the perfect tool for your hybrid workstation.

Two combined methods of height adjustment for the ideal screen
position of your mobile device.

Adjust your laptop screen to the correct height, angle, and distance so that
you automatically adopt an ergonomically correct posture.

1. Distance between your eyes and the screen should be 50-80 cm
(approximately an arm length), depending on monitor size and resolution.
Adjust the distance of your screen.

2. The angle of your line of vision to the middle of the screen should be
approximately -35°, so also adjust the height of your screen.

Legal requirements: The laptop is not suitable for longer use without external
devices.

Versatile tablet- and laptop stand
with the best quality.

The Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro is easily adjustable, foldable into a compact size with
practical magnetic closures, has anti-slip feet and is made of high-quality
aluminium sandwich material for a high stability and durability. The Ergo-Q
Hybrid Pro is a versatile solution so that you can work everywhere
ergonomically and comfortable with all your mobile devices.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/laptop-stands/ergo-q-hybrid-pro/


Advantages of the Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro

Hybrid - Two methods of height settings.
With the Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro you have the
choice between two height adjustment ranges
with in total 25 height adjustment levels,
which vary between 140 mm and 430 mm.

Use it as a tablet- or mobile screen
stand.
The Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro can be used in many
ways. If you need a tablet or mobile screen
holder, then easily fix your device with the
help of the flexible clamp.

Use it as a laptop stand.
The Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro is suitable for laptops
up to 16 inches. You can choose between five
different height adjustment levels, which are
easy to adjust with the strap in the front.

Adapt a healthy posture.
You can get your screen to the right height,
angle, and distance. Raise the screen of your
device, reduce the viewing distance, and
prevent unnecessary bending of your neck
and back "into your screen".

Always stable. High-quality aluminium
sandwich material.
The Ergo-Q Hybrid Pro is made of a high-
quality aluminium sandwich material. This
unique material, which is also used in the
automotive industry, is lighter than aluminium
and resistant to dents.

Easy to carry. Mobile.
You can therefore easily take it with you
anywhere, as it fits into any backpack or
laptop bag and thanks to its weight, you don’t
even notice, that you are carrying it with you.
Thanks to its clever design, it is easy to fold
and unfold.

Knowledge Center

The laptop: now indispensible for office life as we
know it. With work locations becoming ever more
flexible, the laptop is an essential tool for working at
home, at the office or on the move. ...

Specs

Width 7.83 ''
Height 0.55 ''
Depth 11.18 ''
Weight 0.94 lb
Product code: BNEQHPDG

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
tel. 036 546 7265
email. info@bakkerelkhuizen.com

Official partner

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/knowledge-center/whitepaper-can-you-work-comfortably-with-a-laptop/


UltraStand Universal
Integrated laptop stand, always with

you

The UltraStand Universal integrates perfectly with your
laptop, so you don’t have to take an additional laptop

stand with you.

The UltraStand Universal is always with you and ensures
everywhere a healthy and ergonomic way of working.

Adjust your laptop screen to the correct height, angle and distance so that
you automatically adopt an ergonomically correct posture.

1. Distance between your eyes and the screen should be 50cm-80 cm
(approximately an arm length), depending on monitor size and resolution.
Adjust the distance of your screen.

2. The angle of your line of vision to the middle of the screen should be
approximately -35°, so also adjust the height of your screen.

Legal requirements
The laptop is not suitable for longer use without external devices.

Integrated laptop stand, always with you.

The UltraStand Universal is ultra-thin and super light and therefore space-
saving. Whether you use the laptop stand in the office, at university or at
home, you can use it simply anywhere you can imagine laptop work. The
UltraStand Universal is the perfect companion when you are on the go.

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/laptop-stands/ultrastand-universal/


The Advantages of the UltraStand Universal

Integrates perfectly with your laptop.
After checking if your laptop model is suitable,
the UltraStand Universal is easy to attach to
the centre of the laptop bottom using the
removable adhesive strips.

In a few seconds an ergonomic set up.
Simply loosen the flexible height adjustment
strap from the magnetic lock at the bottom.
Then choose one of the six heights and set
your personal optimal height level between
95mm and 160mm.

Right height and distance.
With the UltraStand Universal you prevent
unnecessary bending of your neck and back
"into your monitor". The UltraStand Universal
supports a healthier posture and reduces
physical discomfort.

Made of high-quality, unique aluminium
sandwich material.
This unique material, which is also used in the
automotive industry, is lighter than aluminium
and resistant to dents and scratches. This
material makes the UltraStand Universal
therefore very durable.

Mobile working.
The UltraStand Universal is ideal for mobile
screen work. With the integrated UltraStand
Universal there is no need to carry a separate
laptop stand in your bag, it is always readily
available.

Stable.
This highly stable stand and the anti-slip feet
on the underside promise a firm working setup
for your laptop on any surface.

Knowledge Center

The laptop: now indispensible for office life as we
know it. With work locations becoming ever more
flexible, the laptop is an essential tool for working at
home, at the office or on the move. ...

Specs

Width 11.3 ''
Height 0.39 ''
Depth 8.19 ''
Weight 0.2 lb
Product code: BNEUSUDG

Contact

BakkerElkhuizen
Taalstraat 151
5261 BC Vught
tel. 036 546 7265
email. info@bakkerelkhuizen.com

Official partner

Work Smart - Feel Good

https://support.bakkerelkhuizen.com/knowledge-center/whitepaper-can-you-work-comfortably-with-a-laptop/

